
Introducing Aloha to DEFi:

surf THE WEB for FREE anD get paid to make waves

Aloha is the first decentralized peer to peer WiFi 
sharing app (DApp) that allows people to share their 
WiFi hotspot using mobile phone data, which in turn 
allows those who share to earn rewards that can be 
utilized throughout the Aloha marketplace. 

Aloha Open WiFi is part of the OPP Systems Limited 
Group of companies which is based in London – UK 

The Aloha WiFi team has a vision
to connect to the DeFi world.

This will be achieved over a period of time 
and our current App which is currently a 
working platform will transition into a 
DApp in the near future.

Aloha will have a public sale based on it’s 
DeFi token which will be used for various 
solutions both in the real world and in the 
DeFi community.

Public Sale: 

Complete Public Sale

List on Uniswap

Launch NFT Staking Platform

Continue Wifi App Developments

Build community.

Implement Governance System

Expand Marketing Campaign

Add partnership pools.

Stake NFTs to earn Aloha

Explore Tier 1 CEX Exchanges

Build on-top of the current ALOHA Ecosystem

Begin Micro DEX Development for Aloha App

Provide more pools, limited edition NFTs
and expand staking opportunities.

Test Aloha for Business 

Bridge Aloha WiFi App with Aloha DeFi

Integrate Micro Dex for users to swap  
Aloha Bucks for Aloha Tokens

Listing on Tier 1 CEX

Generate revenue via the DApp

Explore Corporate Partnerships

Soft launch for Aloha 4 Business 

ALOHA DeFi Roadmap:

Q1 Q2

Q3

WELCOME!

Aloha DeFi:
Aloha DeFi has built a platform where users can stake their 
Aloha and earn a rare NFT in exchange. The NFT will have 
different rarities depending on how much Aloha the users 
stake, it will also have features such as governance, 
partnership, pools, exclusivity and more will be introduced 
throughout.

Aloha TREASURY:
For each transaction of Aloha there will be a 3% fee of 
which will be distributed accordingly into the factors 
below:

Treasury: 70% of the 3% fee.

Marketing, Development & Operations: 20% of the 3% fee. 

NFT Holders: 10% of the 3% fee.

This will ensure a healthy ecosystem, as well as 
incentivizing NFT holders. The use of the treasury funds 
will be decided by the community via proposals in the 
Governance platform.

NFT Governance:

Expand Aloha b2c/B2b across the UK

Develop an extensive DEX with 
optimized features, integrated with 
the Aloha Ecosystem
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Public Sale

Uniswap Listing

The Aloha NFT will be used in governance and 
presents an exciting opportunity for both 
investors and the community. Aloha users will 
be able to make proposals via the Governance 
system and determine Aloha's future 
ecosystem. The value of a user’s vote will be 
calculated as per below:

Rare NFT: 1 Vote.

Ultra-Rare NFT: 5 Votes.

Exclusive VIP NFT: 50 Votes. Aloha CommunityAloha Investors

NFT 

Aloha NFT Staking:
In order to have an Aloha NFT, users will have to stake 
their Aloha via our platform for a period of time and 
claim the NFT once the staking time period has been 
completed. The rarity of the NFT will depend on the 
amount of Aloha staked. To begin with there will be 
three pools:

PaRTNERSHIP POOLS:
Users will be able to stake ALOHA/XYZ to receive a limited edition NFT with the partnered project.

1. RARE:
Stake 10,000 ALOHA for 10 days 
to receive your Rare NFT.

2.ULTRA-RARE:
Stake 90,000 ALOHA for 14 days 
to receive your Ultra - Rare NFT.

3.EXCLUSIVE VIP:
Stake 200,000 ALOHA for 21 days 
to receive your Exclusive VIP NFT.

After the agreed time period, you will be able to 
claim your NFT to your wallet. If you un-stake 
before the time period, you will not be eligible 
for the NFT however you will still have 100% of 
your Aloha returned back to your wallet.

Once the NFT has been claimed, the user will 
be able to un-stake the Aloha and re-stake to 
earn another NFT. If the NFT is in the same 
category/pool then they will earn the same 
rarity of the NFT, however a di�erent design.

Treasury

NFT
Holders

Marketing,
Development
& Operations

Public sale begins 21st Feb 2021 

1 ETH = 20,000 $ALOHA

Min investment: 0.1 ETH

Max investment: 10 ETH

Soft Cap: 333 ETH

Hard Cap: 999 ETH

Listing on Uniswap 28th Feb 2021




